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Are you searching for DUI Bail Bonds in Utah? Look no further than Bad Boys Bail Bonds Utah. We
are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. Call us Toll Free at 1-866-569-1131 to
speak to a Utah bail bond agent about getting your loved one out of jail with the fastest release possible.

Got Arrested for a DUI in Utah? What You Need to Know About Bailing Out of
Jail
Your night started out great. You were throwing back a few beers with some friends and enjoying yourself.
However, that all changed when you thought you were fine to drive home. Instead of going home though,
you ended up seeing red and blue flashing lights behind you, and found yourself arrested for driving while
intoxicated. At this point, you’re probably wanting to just get home. Fortunately, most people will be entitled
to bail, which can allow you to pay money to get out of jail as quickly as possible. Here is some
information you need to know about DUI Bail Bonds in Utah.

What is Bail?
In exchange for an amount of money, an individual receives the right to be released from jail under
very specific rules and guidelines. One of the most important rules is that the person appears in court. If
you bail out of jail and do not appear in court, your bail can be revoked and you can be held in jail until your
trial. It is important to note that posting bail does not mean that you won’t have to do any jail time. It simply
allows you to remain free until your case goes to trial and you are sentenced.

How Much is Bail for a DUI in Utah?
In Utah, there is a pre-determine bail schedule amount for DUIs. This amount can range from $340
for a class C misdemeanor drunk driving charge to $25,000 for a first degree felony drunk driving
charge. Posting bail based on the bail schedule allows you to post DUI bail immediately after you have
been booked and get out quickly. If you wish to ask for a reduced bail amount, you will have to have a
hearing before a judge. This is commonly done at your arraignment or during a bail hearing. The judge can
look at many factors when deciding whether to reduce your bail. Some of those factors include:
Your driving history
Any past DUIs in Utah
Your previous criminal history
What your blood alcohol level was when you were driving
Whether anyone was injured or killed when you drove drunk
How likely you are to appear in court based on your ties to the community, including family and
employment

Options for Paying Your DUI Bail Bond in Utah
When it comes to paying bail, you have a few options.
1. You can post bail through the courts. This
requires you to pay the full amount of your bail
with the courts in exchange for your release.
2. If you don’t have the full amount of your bail, you
can hire a Utah bail bonds agency to post bail
on your behalf. In exchange for 10 percent of
your bail amount, they will post the full bail
amount for you. For example, if your bail was set
at $5,000, you would pay the bail bonds company
$500 and they would post bail on your behalf.
3. Lastly, at a bail bonds reduction hearing, you can ask a judge for a ROR, or a release on one’s
own recognizance. This allows you to get out of jail for free in exchange for you promising to show
up to court.

If You Cannot Afford to Pay Bail
If you find yourself behind bars with no way to pay bail, you may wonder what will happen to you. Bad Boys
Bail Bonds Utah will accept collateral from you to post bond on your behalf. If you have car or home worth
your bail amount, we will take the title and bail you out.
Unfortunately, if you have no money and no collateral, and the judge denies your ROR or bail reduction
request, you will have to sit in jail until you are sentenced.

